Article 9

The declarations of artistic and historical monuments belonging to the Federation, Federal District, States and Municipalities, as well as the declarations of zones of archaeological, artistic and historical monuments shall be issued or revoked by the President of the Republic. In other cases, the issuance or revocation will be made by the Secretary of Public Education. The declarations of zones of archeological, artistic and historical monuments will determine their characteristics, the area covered by the polygonal zone, specifying its limits, the identification of the properties included within the area to be declared and, if applicable, the conditions to which the constructions to be made in said zones must be subject. The declarations of artistic and historical monuments must mention their characteristics, dimensions and location. The declarations issued by the President of the Republic in terms of this article may be challenged in accordance with the applicable federal legislation.

Article 14

The competence of the Federal Powers, within the areas of monuments, shall be limited to their protection, conservation, restoration and recovery.

Article 32

It is prohibited the definitive exportation of the artistic goods of private property that have been legally declared monuments.

Article 33

It is prohibited the definitive export of the following historical monuments of private property:

I. Those indicated in sections I, II and III of article 36 of the Law;
II. Those that are not replaceable; and
III. Those whose integrity could be affected by their transportation or by changing the conditions in which they are found.

Article 34

The temporary exportation of artistic or historic monuments of private property whose integrity could be affected by their transportation or by changes in the conditions in which they are located is prohibited.

Article 36

In case of temporary exportation of the artistic or historical monuments referred to in Articles 32 and 33 of these Regulations, the interested party shall grant a bond in favor and to the satisfaction of the competent Institute, guaranteeing the return and conservation of the monument.

Article 37 BIS

The definitive export of archaeological monuments is prohibited, except for exchanges or donations to foreign governments or scientific institutes, by express agreement of the President of the Republic. The temporary exportation of archaeological monuments can only be carried out
for their exhibition abroad, as long as their integrity cannot be affected by their transportation, and in accordance with the following:

I. Prior permission will be required from the head of the National Institute of Anthropology and History who, in order to grant it, will take into consideration the opinion of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the areas competent techniques of the Institute itself;

II. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs shall adopt the necessary measures so that the archaeological monuments are moved and installed in the places of the exhibitions and, at the end these are returned to our country, as well as those for their due protection, and

III. the National Institute of Anthropology and History will carry out the packaging of the monuments for their transportation, as well as the appraisal of the same for the purposes of the insurance that is contracted, those that they must cover all risks.

Article 37 TER

The Ministry of Culture, prior agreement with the President of the Republic and with the favorable opinion of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, may enter into Interinstitutional Agreements with foreign governmental bodies or international organizations or institutions whose purpose is the temporary transfer, to national territory, of movable property which, in accordance with the Law and the present Regulations, are considered or could be declared as archaeological, artistic or historical monuments, for purposes of study or public exhibition in the country. Such temporary transfer shall be carried out in accordance with the instruments and legal provisions applicable in the matter.